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Abstract.  In this paper we deal with semi bound graphs.  For a poset P, a graph G is a semi bound 
graph of P if  )()( PVGV =  and )(GEuv ∈  if and only if there exists a common upper bound of 
u and v or a common lower bound of u and v in P.  We characterize semi bound graphs using 
properties on complete bipartite graphs as induced subgraphs.  We also obtain characterizations of 
triangle-free semi bound graphs and free-4k  semi bound graphs. 
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1. Introduction 
 
In this paper, we consider finite undirected simple graphs.  For a vertex v in a graph G, 
the neighborhood of v is the set of vertices which are adjacent to v, and denoted by 

.)(vNG   Cohen [1] introduced graphs associated with food web models, for example, 
competition graphs of a digraph D.  In the case of transitive digraphs, that is, posets, 
McMorris and Zaslavsky [4] introduced a concept of upper bound graphs and gave a 
characterization.  Also McMorris, Zaslavsky [4] and Diny [2] deal with double bound 
graphs. 

In [3] we deal with semi bound graphs. For a poset P, the semi bound graph                
(SB-graph) of a poset P is a graph G, where )()( PVGV =  and for distinct vertices u and 
v in G, )(GEuv ∈ if and only if there exists a common upper bound of u and v in P or a 
common lower bound of u and v in P.  In [3] we obtain some characterizations of semi 
bound graphs, using properties of upper bound graphs and double bound graphs.  In this 
paper we consider SB-graphs, using properties on complete bipartite graphs as induced 
subgraphs. 
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2.  Semi bound graphs 
 
For a poset P, )(PMax  is the set of all maximal elements of P and )(PMin  is the set of 
all minimal elements of P.  For )(PMaxM ⊆  and ,)(PMinN ⊆  ),( NMH  is the 
Hasse diagram of the subposet of P induced by .NM ∪  
 
Lemma 1.  Let P be a poset and G be the semi bound graph of P.  For 

)(0 PMaxM ⊆≠/  and ,)(0 PMinN ⊆≠/  the induced subgraph )(GVNM ∪  is a 

complete subgraph if and only if the Hasse diagram of the subposet induced by NM ∪  
is a complete bipartite graph. 
 
Proof.  If ),( NMH  is a complete bipartite graph, then every element of N is a common 
lower bound of u and v, for any u, ,Mv ∈  and every element of M is a common upper 
bound of x and y, for any x, .Ny ∈   Thus the induced subgraph )(GVNM ∪  is a 

complete subgraph. 
 If ),( NMH  is not a complete bipartite graph, then there exist Mu ∈  and Nx ∈  
such that u is not comparable with x.  Since u and x have no common upper bound nor 
common lower bound, .)( )(GVNMEux ∪∉   Thus )(GVNM ∪  is not a complete 

subgraph.  
 
 For a poset P and ,)(PMaxv ∈  let .}{};)({][ vvuPMinuvI PP ∪≤∈=  
Likewise, for .}{};)({][,)( vuvPMaxuvIPMinv PP ∪≤∈=∈   Then the Hasse 
diagram of ][vI P  is isomorphic to a complete bipartite graph ,,1 nK  and )(][ GVP vI  is a 

complete graph 1+nK  by Lemma 1, where .1][ += nvI P   Let )1( ≥nTn  be the          
graph with },,,{)( 110 += nn vvvTV  and },,1,0;{)( 1 nivvTE iin == + ;{ 2+∪ iivv  

.}1,,1,0 −= ni   Then 1T  is 3K  and 2T  is .4 eK −  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.  The graph 4T  
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 Let 0Z  be the two elements total ordered set and for 1≥n  let nZ  be the poset           
with ,},,,{)( 110 += nn vvvZV where ,10 vv

nZ≤ 122 −≤ iZi vv
n

 and 122 +≤ iZi vv
n

 for 

.][,,2,1 2
ni =   For a poset P, dP is the dual poset of P.  By Lemma 1, we have the 

following result. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2.  The posets 4Z  and 0Z  

 
 
Proposition 2.   Let G be a connected semi bound graph. 

(1)  G is triangle-free if and only if G is ,2K  

(2)  G is -4K free if and only if G is )1( ≥nTn  or .2K  
 
Proof.  (1) 2K  is a connected triangle-free semi bound graph. We assume that G is a 
triangle-free and P is a poset with .)( GPSB ≅   Since G has no ,3K  for )(PMaxv ∈  
(or ,))(PMinv ∈  .][ 0ZvI P =   If there exists ))()(()( PMinPMaxGVw ∪−∈  such 
that vw P≤  for some ,)(PMaxv ∈  then }{][ wvI P ∪  corresponds to 3K  in G, which 
is a contradiction.  So 0,0))()(()( ZPPMinPMaxGV =/=∪−  and .2KG ≅  
(2) Since ,)( nn TZSB ≅  nT  is a connected -4K free semi bound graph.  Let G                     
be a connected -4K free graph and P be a poset with .)( GPSB ≅   Since G is              

-4K free, ][vI P  is 0Z  or 1Z  (or )1
dZ  for )(PMaxv ∈  (or .))(PMinv ∈   If 

,0))()(()( /=∪− PMinPMaxGV  nZP ≅  (or )d
nZ≅  )0( ≥n and nTG ≅  or .2K  

Next we consider the case .0))()(()( /≠∪− PMinPMaxGV   For )(PMaxv ∈  with 
,][ 1ZvI P =  if there exists ))()(()( PMinPMaxGVw ∪−∈  with ,vw P≤  then 

,}{][ 4KwvI P ≅∪  which is a contradiction.  The proof is similar for )(PMinv ∈  with 

.][ 1
d

P ZvI =   In the case 0][ ZvI P ≅  for ,)(PMaxv ∈  since G is -4K free, there exists 
exactly one element ))()(()( PMinPMaxGVw ∪−∈  with PwvIvw PP =∪≤ }{][,  
and G is .3K  
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 A clique in the graph G is the vertex set of a maximal complete subgraph, and a 
family C of complete subgraphs edge covers G if and only if for each edge )(GEuv ∈  
there exists C∈C  such that u, .Cv ∈   Using Lemma 1, we also have the next result. 
 
Theorem 3.  Let G be a connected graph.  Then G is a semi bound graph with 2≥p  
vertices if and only if there exist disjoint independent vertex subsets M and N satisfying 
the followings: 
 
(1)  There exists a family of complete subgraphs },,{)( 1 sCCNM =∪C  of the 

induced subgraph )(GVNM ∪  such that 

(a)  )( NM ∪C  edge covers ,)(GVNM ∪  

 (b)  For each MCCsi i
M
i ∩== ,,1  and NCC i

N
i ∩=  satisfy the following 

conditions: 

  (i)  0/≠M
iC   and  ,0/≠N

iC  

 (ii)  if ,0/≠∩ M
j

M
i CC  then there exists a )( NMCk ∪∈C  such that 

M
j

M
i

M
k CCC ∩=  and  ,N

j
N
i

N
k CCC ∪⊇  and  

 (iii) if ,0/≠∩ N
j

N
i CC  then there exists a )( NMCk ∪∈C  such that 

M
j

M
i

M
k CCC ∪⊇  and .N

j
N
i

N
k CCC ∩=  

 
(2)  For each vertex ,)()( NMGVv ∪−∈  there exist vertex subsets vM  and vN  

satisfies the following conditions: 

 (a)  )(0 vNMM Gv ∩⊆≠/  and ,)(0 vNNN Gv ∩⊆≠/   
 (b)  for )(, GEuvMu ∈∈  if and only if there exists vNx ∈  such that ,)(GEux ∈  
 (c) for )(, GEuvNu ∈∈ if and only if there exists vMx ∈  such that ,)(GEux ∈  
 (d)  for ,)()()( NMGVvw ∪−∈≠ )(GEuw ∈  if and only if 0/≠∩ wv MM  or 

,0/≠∩ wv NN  
 (e)  there exists )( NMCi ∪∈C  such that .ivv CNM ⊆∪  
 
Proof.  Let G be the connected semi bound graph of a poset P, ,)(PMaxM =  

)(PMinN =  and ii CCNM ;{)( =∪C  is a complete bipartite subgraph of the Hasse 
diagram of .}NM ∪   By Lemma 1, each )( NMCi ∪∈C  is a complete subgraph              
of .)(GVNM ∪   Since G is connected, 2≥iC  for all i.  For vMPVv ,)(∈  

};{ uvMu P≤∈=  and .};{ vuNuN Pv ≤∈=   
 First we consider condition (1)-(a).  For ,)( )(GVNMExy ∪∈  we have four cases 

as follows:  
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(1)  ,, Myx ∈   
(2)  ,, Nyx ∈  
(3)  ,, MyNx ∈∈  
(4)  ., NyNx ∈∈  
 
From the definition of M and N, in every case there exists a common upper bound w of x 
and y or a common lower bound w of x and y.  Then Pwyx },,{  form a complete 

bipartite graph as a Hasse diagram and there exists )( NMCi ∪∈C  such that x, 
.iCy ∈   So )( NM ∪C edge covers .)(GVNM ∪  

 Next we consider condition (1)−(b).  Since 2≥iC  for all  i, 0/≠M
iC  and 

.0/≠N
iC   When ,0/≠∩ M

j
M
i CC  we define xCx

N
k

M
j

M
i

M
k NCCCC M

k∈∩=∩= ,  and 

.
)(GV

N
k

M
kk CCC ∪=   Then 

P
N
k

M
k CC ∪  is a maximal complete bipartite graph as a 

Hasse diagram and kC  is a complete subgraph in .)( NM ∪C   Since 
P

N
i

M
i CC ∪  and 

P
N
j

M
j CC ∪  are complete bipartite graphs as a Hasse diagram, .N

j
N
i

N
k CCC ∪⊇  

Likewise for the case, ,0/≠∩ N
j

N
i CC  there exists a )( NMCk ∪∈C  such that 

M
j

M
i

M
k CCC ∪⊇  and .N

j
N
i

N
k CCC ∩=  

 We consider condition (2).  If ,vMu ∈  then ,)(GEuv ∈  and if ,vNu ∈  then  
,)(GEuv ∈  that is, )(0 vNMM Gv ∩⊆≠/  and  .)(0 vNNN Gv ∩⊆≠/   For           

Mu ∈  and ,)(GEuv ∈  there exists a common upper bound of u and v or a common 
lower bound of u and v.  Since Mu ∈  and ,NMv ∪∉  there exists vNx ∈  such          
that .)(GEux ∈   If there exists vNx ∈  such that ,)(GEux ∈  there exists Mu ∈           
such that ,)(GEuv ∈  since Nx ∈  and .NMv ∪∉   Similarly, for ,Nu ∈ )(GEuv ∈  
if and only if there exists vMx ∈  such that .)(GEux ∈  
 Let w be a distinct vertex from v in ,)()( NMGV ∪−  then )(GEuw ∈  if and only 
if there exists a common upper bound of v and w or a common lower bound of v and w. 
This means that 0/≠∩ wv MM  or .0/≠∩ wv NN  

Since Pvv NM ∪  is a complete bipartite graph as a Hasse diagram, there exists 

)( NMCi ∪∈C  such that .ivv CNM ⊆∪   Therefore )( NM ∪C  satisfies the 
necessary conditions.   

Conversely we assume that G is a graph with two disjoint independent subset M, N 
and a family of complete subgraphs },,{)( 1 sCCNM =∪C  satisfying the necessary 
conditions.  Then we obtain a poset P as follows: 
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(1) ,)()( GVPV =  
(2) for all ,,)( xxGVx P≤∈  
(3) for each pair Mm ∈ and mnNn P≤∈ ,  if ,)(GEmn ∈  and  
(4)  for each ( ),)( NMGVv ∪−∈ mv P≤  for all vMm ∈  and vn P≤  for all 

.vNnm ∈  
 

 If yx P≤  and yP Nxzy ∈≤ ,  and .yMz ∈   By condition (2)−(e), there exists a 

complete subgraph )( NMCi ∪∈C  such that x, .iCz ∈   Then )(GExz ∈  and 
.zx P≤   Thus P is a poset on .)(GV  

 Next we show that the semi bound graph of P is  G.  For any pair of x, ,)(GVy ∈  
we have six cases as follows:  
 
(1) ,)(, MPMaxyx =∈   
(2) ,)(, NPMinyx =∈  
(3) MPMaxx =∈ )(  and ,)( NPMiny =∈   
(4) MPMaxx =∈ )(  and ,)()( NMGVy ∪−∈   
(5) )()( NMGVx ∪−∈  and  ,)( NPMiny =∈  and  
(6)  .)()(, NMGVyx ∪−∈  
 
Case 1. .)(, MPMaxyx =∈  
If ,)(GExy ∈  there exists a clique iC  such that iCyx ∈,  by condition (1).  Thus for 

yvxvNCv PPi ≤≤∩∈ ,,  and .))(( PSBExy ∈   If ,))(( PSBExy ∈  there exists           
a Nw ∈  such that xw P≤  and .yw P≤   Thus .)(, GEywxw ∈   By condition 
(1)−(b)−(iii), there exists )( NMC ∪∈C  such that .,, Cwyx ∈  Therefore .)(GExy ∈  
 
Case 2. .)(, NPMinyx =∈  
Similar to Case 1. 
 
Case 3. MPMaxx =∈ )( and  .)( NPMiny =∈  
By Lemma 1 and the definition of the poset P, )(GExy ∈  is equivalent to 

.))(( PSBExy ∈  
 
Case 4. MPMaxx =∈ )(  and  .)()( NMGVy ∪−∈  
If ,)(GExy ∈  then by condition (2)−(b) there exists yNv ∈  and ,xy P≤  and 

.))(( PSBExy ∈  If ,))(( PSBExy ∈  there exists a Nw ∈  such that xw P≤  and 
.yw P≤   Thus yNw ∈  and .)(GEwx ∈   Again by condition (2)−(b), .)(GExy ∈  
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Case 5. )()( NMGVx ∪−∈  and  .)( NPMiny =∈  
Using a way similar to that for Case (4) and condition (2)−(c), we can show that 

)(GExy ∈  is equivalent to .))(( PSBExy ∈  
 
Case 6. .)()(, NMGVyx ∪−∈  
If ,)(GExy ∈  then by condition (2)−(d) 0/≠∩ yx MM  or .0/≠∩ yx NN   Thus 

.))(( PSBExy ∈   If  ,))(( PSBExy ∈  there exists a Mw ∈  such that wyx P≤,  or 
Nw ∈  such that ., yxw P≤   In the former case yMw ∈  and .xMw ∈   Thus 

.0/≠∩ yx MM   By condition (2)−(d), .)(GExy ∈  In the latter case, )(GExy ∈  
similarly.  
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